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Testimonials

“My entire experience of working with Everase has been exceptional, from my initial 
conversation with the sales representative, to the day of the installation. Also, the quality 

of our new whiteboards are excellent. We have not had any issues at all thus far.”
Rhonda Pekow - Principal

A. Philip Randolph Campus High School, New York, NY

“The Everase whiteboard is an outstanding product. Everyone at 
Everase is very professional. They made the entire process painless.”

Ronald Remy - Principal
Blackham School, Bridgeport, CT

“It is a quality product that can turn a chalkboard into a very useful whiteboard.”
Jon Reid - Principal

Henndron Lone Oak ES, West Paducah, KY

“Great product! Our teachers love using Everase Dry Erase Whiteboards!! 
They are so easy to clean and the children enjoy writing on them!!!”

William Hurst - Principal

“They covered chalkboards and old whiteboards beautifully for us.
I will use Everase when any other boards need to be resurfaced.”

Hoosier Road Elementary School, Fort Wayne, IN

Sister Patricia McClain - Principal
Lial Catholic School, Whitehouse, OH

“My teachers love the boards! The installation was professional and the 
product is outstanding. You would never know that they were installed over

an existing chalkboard. I would highly recommend to anyone in need!”
Carol Moore - Principal

Lee Davis High School, Mechanicsville, VA

“Best whiteboard product we have installed over our old 
chalkboards. Installation and end product is outstanding!”

Randal Judd - Principal
Connersville Senior High School, Connersville, IN

“The product is very good. The teachers who have used the whiteboards are ecstatic.”
Scott Fedder - Director of Finance

“The Everase employees were so helpful and knowledgeable! We truly appreciate
their generosity. We would love to do all of our rooms with their remarkable product!”

Patti Zanghi - Director of Religious Education
St. John Neumann Church, Lancaster, PA

Grace Episcopal School, Alexandria, VA

“I like the whiteboard because it’s quieter, easier to read, cleaner, it writes a lot smoother and neater.. NO CHALK DUST.”
“I like the whiteboard better than the blackboard because it is easier to see from the back of the room. 

I also think it’s a lot cleaner and easier to write on.”
“I think the whiteboard looks a lot cleaner than the chalkboard, It will be a lot easier to clean and 

it will bring life to the classroom and definitely make math more fun!”
7th & 8th Grade Students of Claire Whittaker - Vice Principal

St. Mary School, Williamstown, NJ

Robert DiMedio - Asst. Principal
Holy Cross Academy, Delran, NJ

“Everase stands by their product. Comes out, services and 
provides quick turnaround on budgets allowing us to purchase products.”
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Everase - Your Source For Everything Dry Erase
Everase is the leader in high quality Dry Erase Solutions, including chalkboard/whiteboard conversions, framed whiteboards, corkboards, erasable 
wallcovering, custom printed dry erase, dry erase overlaminates and more. Every dry erase solution from Everase has a one-of-a-kind, superior 
finish - for our secret is the surface! Our surfaces deliver unsurpassed erasability, unparalleled brightness, advanced stain & scratch resistance, and 
superb performance.

Everase Corporation is the Sales & Marketing affiliate of Finish Tech Corp., a leading supplier of unique overlay films and laminates for the finishing 
of wood, plastics and metal, founded by M.J. Dani in 1990. With over 40 years of Industrial R&D manufacturing experience, Mr. Dani holds a 
Masters Degree in Chemical Engineering and has two U.S. patents to his credit.

In keeping with our founder’s philosophy, we continuously strive to develop innovative solutions that deliver measurable results for our customer’s 
needs. Our vast experience covers a multitude of markets, giving us the ability to enhance any environment. Beyond the classroom, our solutions 
are tailored to all corporations and businesses, including healthcare, hospitality, government, sports entertainment, and even the home.

Everase is the most cost-effective way to bring Dry Erase Surfaces to your industry - a fast and easy solution to increase productivity, creativity, and 
overall communication in any setting. As budgets continue to shrink in schools, Everase is the most affordable way to update your dry erase 
technology
without the expense of removing and replacing old, stained, and ghosted solutions of the past.

As we often hear Mr. Dani tell the Everase team, “I expect every customer to be thrilled with the performance of their Everase product.” Each job 
function within Everase exists to make that goal come true.

Our products are manufactured in our own plant located in Warminster, PA (Bucks County just North of Philadelphia) and are fully warranted.

About Everase



• Finding a dry erase solution that works for you is simple. Our range of products make it easy to transform any space into a productive environment.
• We are proudly Made in the USA. Everase is proudly manufactured and inventoried in Warminster, PA (just North of Philadelphia).
• Our dry erase solutions are backed by our warranty. With over twenty years of manufacturing expertise, we warranty our products for ten years against

manufacturing defects. Our dry erase surface will not lose their original erasability properties under normal use and service.
• We offer cost-effective solutions. Everase offers a range of high quality products that provide lasting performance, making it easy for us to create a

custom solution that meets your needs.
• Our customer service is unmatched. We have superior technical support in place so that you can always access help when you need it. Whether you

have questions about your warranty or need to order additional whiteboard accessories, our staff are always standing by and ready to help.
• Our installation process is simple and no hassle. Everase can install a variety of Dry Erase Solutions quickly and easily so that you can communicate

effectively. Our installation instructions are easy to follow. Additionally, we offer installation help over the phone and installation services in select areas.
If you are in an area that we don’t offer installation in, we’re happy to help you find a local contractor that can assist you.

Why Everase?
Everase isn’t the first dry erase solution provider, but we are one of the only providers that address the specific challenges associated with common 
whiteboard surfaces. These traditional surfaces look great the day they are installed, but the true test of the quality of any dry erase product is how it 
holds up over time.

When it comes to an incredible dry erase performance that lasts, the secret is our surface coating - a result of our design innovation. It’s not like other 
whiteboard coverings. Everase is a proprietary technology that no one else has and our surface integrity is the result of our structural innovation. 
Everase is strong, brighter, smoother, and glossier by design. It stands the test of time and looks as beautiful as the day it was installed, always.

Whiteboards that ghost or stain (and almost all of them do), fade, or yellow, quickly become frustrating relics that no longer serve a purpose. Everase 
whiteboard solutions look and perform like new because they’re all built with our exclusive, proprietary, technically advanced dry erase surface 
construction that is stain, scratch and chemical resistant. Our unique chemistry and processing delivers effortless cleaning with just a cloth or eraser. 
No “ghosting” or any residual marker ink is left behind. Vivid, colorful presentations - regardless of ink color - all wipe away without a trace year after 
year. Long lasting durability is assured because of built-in stain, scratch, and chemical resistant properties that are integral to the chemistry and 
composition of Everase whiteboard.

Check out our technical specifications on page 27 to see how we measure up!

Still not convinced? See what else makes Everase the best in the dry erase biz:

Why Everase?



Roll goods, small items/boxes, accessories:

Pre-framed boards, panels:

$35 or less
Order Total Flat Rate Shipping Cost

$36 - $175
$176 - $2,500

$2,501 - $8,000

$12.99
$19.99
$44.99
$79.99

$8,001 +

Call for Quote

Ordering & Shipping Details
Ordering Information:
Ordering products from Everase is simple! Refer to our website or contact us so an Everase representative can provide you a quote. 
Installation services must be quoted before placing on order. Order online via our website or by submitting a Purchase Order. Please fax 
your PO to 215-323-4135 or email to orders@everase.com. Your PO must contain the item number and description of the product(s) you 
are ordering or be accompanied by a quote. Please include Contact Name, Company Name, Address, Phone Number, and Email 
Address with your order.

Everase accepts Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express and Purchase Orders. Purchase Orders will only be accepted from 
educational institutions such as K-12 schools, colleges and universities. Credit cards are charged at time of order. We are a Verified 
Merchant of Auhorize.net and also an Accredited Business with BBB. All prices are in U.S. Dollars.

We do not collect State/Local sales tax with one notable exception. Orders that are shipped to Pennsylvania are subject to applicable 
PA sales tax, unless an authorized PA sales tax exemption is on file with our office prior to shipment. New customers from PA should fax or 
email a copy of their tax exemption form to 215-323-4135 or orders@everase.com and include your order number on the form. Everase is 
not responsible for individual state sales tax reporting laws pertaining to any purchases, all other taxes, fees or assessments that may 
apply to your order are the responsibility of the purchaser to remit to the appropriate taxing authority.

Shipping Rates

If a loading dock is not available for freight shipments of framed boards and panels, extra freight services will be required and charged 
as shown below.

Extra Freight Services: Liftgate Service – Add $100.00  ~~~  Residential Delivery – Add $50.00  ~~~ Inside Delivery (first point of access 
only) – Add $200.00 

Shipping costs for pre-framed boards and panels are calculated independently from roll goods, small items/boxes and accessories.
Shipping Information:
Shipping rates are for Continental USA standard shipping only. Expedited shipments and all other areas such as Alaska, Hawaii, U.S. 
territories and Canada need to be quoted a shipping price.

All roll goods and boards/panels 3’ x 4’ and smaller and less than 150 lbs. will ship via FedEx/UPS Ground or USPS unless otherwise 
specified.
Boards/panels larger than 3’ x 4’ will ship via freight carrier. 3+ quantity of panels or framed boards will ship on a pallet or in a crate.

All magnetic boards/panels 4’ x 12’ or smaller and all non-magnetic boards/panels 4’ x 8’ or smaller are manufactured as one piece. 
All magnetic boards/panels over 4’ x 12’ and all non-magnetic boards/panels over 4’ x 8’ are manufactured as multiple pieces of 
equal size with an H-channel seam in the middle, unless otherwise indicated. Framed boards are packed one per box unless otherwise 
indicated. 
(Ex. Magnetic Boards 4’ x 16’ or larger are packed in two boxes of equal size.)
Lead Times:
Our normal lead time for roll goods and accessories is 3-5 business days. Our normal lead time for boards and panels is 10-15 business 
days. This means that your order will leave the factory within this timeframe. You still need to add transit time to your location. The lead 
time for any custom/artwork projects is 10-15 business days and will NOT begin until all proofs have been approved & returned. Ground 
shipments have a 2-5 day transit time and Freight shipments have a 3-7 day transit time depending on location.

At certain times of the year, especially June – September our lead times may increase on certain products because of increased 
demand. We do our best to build sufficient inventory levels before the busy season begins.

Please note that if you have a combination of items with various lead times your order will be held until it can ship complete unless you 
are willing to pay the shipping costs for each separate order. Everase will not pay shipping on a split order regardless of the dollar 
volume if you request a split shipment.

FREE SHIPPING



• Submit your own graphic files or let our graphics team do the design for you!
• Please submit your layout ideas using Excel, PowerPoint, Word or even a hand drawn image. Please ensure there

want.

Please contact Everase customer service at 800-494-5677 or info@everase.com with any questions regarding this ordering and shipping policy.

Although we make every attempt to provide current and accurate information on this site, there may be technical difficulties, inaccuracies or 
typos at times. This ordering and shipping policy is subject to change without notice.

Ordering & Shipping Details (cont.)

Delivery:
Items shipped by ground will be brought into your building or to the front door of your residence. Items shipped by freight will be delivered either to an 
accessible loading dock or curbside only. By law, the trucking company is only responsible for taking the freight to the back of their truck. It is the 
customer’s responsibility to unload the shipment from the truck and bring the product into the building unless other arrangements are made in advance. 
If a loading dock is not available for freight shipments, extra freight services such as a liftgate service and limited access delivery will be required.

Regular Freight Service – A standard delivery service to facilities with raised loading docks. The driver is not responsible for unloading the shipment 
from the truck. A fork lift or pallet jack will be needed to remove the shipment from the truck. Liftgate Service – A service for facilities that do not 
have a raised loading dock. The shipment is delivered on a truck equipped with a platform which can lower the package to the ground. A fork 
lift or pallet jack may be needed to move the shipment. Limited Access Delivery – Location where delivery is restricted or limited. Examples include 
schools or universities, churches, storage facilities, construction sites, government facilities, hotels/motels or resorts, hospitals, doctor offices and small strip 
malls. Inside Delivery – Your shipment will be brought through the first door of access or out of weather. 

The customer is responsible for all accessorial charges, which consist of, but are not limited to, charges such as liftgate service, inside delivery, limited 
access delivery, residential delivery, redelivery charges, address corrections, call before delivery and any other additional service outside the base 
delivery price. Everase is not responsible to make any special arrangements such as delivery times with the shipping company. Any special arrangements 
are the responsibility of the customer. It is the customer’s responsibility to notify Everase of any special routing, delivery instructions or extra shipping 
services at the time of order so your shipment can be delivered without issue. Any additional shipping fees will be charged to the customer whether it is 
specified at the time of order or later added at the time of delivery.

Inspection / Damages:
Your delivery should arrive in good condition because of our packaging methods; however it is YOUR responsibility to inspect the condition 
BEFORE signing the delivery receipt. We also suggest that you unpack your merchandise to check for any concealed damage and at this same 
time verify the correct quantity of items has been received and matches with your delivery documents.

If you are accepting the delivery, but there is some issue (slight damage or shortage); you need to make a notation of that fact on the delivery 
receipt. In the event the product is damaged, you do have the right to refuse the shipment but please notify us of your rejections within 24 hours of 
delivery by phone at 800-494-5677. This will cause the merchandise to be returned to Everase so we can file the freight claim and arrange for a 
replacement order if that is what is needed. In either event a copy of the delivery receipt must be provided to Everase to begin this claim process. If you 
sign the delivery receipt free and clear, we cannot open a freight claim. You will be responsible for purchasing any replacement product needed.

Return Policy:
Return for stock items only are accepted within 30 days of delivery. Custom made or printed products are NOT subject to return under any circumstance. 
All returns are subject to a 20% inspection, repackaging and restocking fee. You must contact Everase to obtain an RMA # (Return Merchandise 
Authorization) prior to returning any goods. Clearly write this RMA # on the outside of your return package. Return will NOT be accepted without this valid 
RMA # easily visible. All returned items must be repacked and returned in their original packaging for protection. The customer is responsible for any 
damage that occurs during the return shipment. Returned merchandise that we receive damaged will not be credited. For this reason we recommend 
the return package be insured by you. Credit is not issued for shipping costs; neither outbound nor returned. Please allow 15 business days from the date 
we receive your merchandise back to inspect and issue a credit.

Artwork Specifications:

is a good description of what you

• Graphic files must be submitted in high resolution or vector format.
• For graphics, images, logos, etc.:

- Vector files - .ai (Adobe Illustrator) or .eps
- Other files - .jpg or .tif (usually acceptable if high resolution files), .doc (Word Document), .xls (Excel Spreadsheet), or .ppt (PowerPoint)
- Unacceptable files: Scans, letterhead, photocopies, hand drawn, licensed or copyrighted files, images or designs that you do not legally own 

or have permission to use.
• Artwork fees:

- $75.00 per design - Graphic is ready for print. File is completed, high-resolution and sized correctly.
- $125.00 per design - Design is partially completed. File has high-quality graphic elements, but needs additional work to be print ready.
- $185.00 per design - Design idea or sketch only. File is an idea, it is not high-quality, sized correctly or print ready.

• Artwork must be approved and order must be pre-paid by credit card to proceed with production.
• Custom printed dry erase products are not returnable.
• Contact customer service with questions regarding customer printed orders.



Resurfacing Material

Item #

Before After

Size 1 Roll Weight Package Dimensions2-4 Rolls 5-9 Rolls 10+ Rolls
Dry Erase Resurfacing Material (50 inch)

Dry Erase Resurfacing Material (61 inch)

AA11NA-9
AA11NA-17
AA11NA-56
AA11NA-100

9 ft. x 50"
17 ft. x 50"
56 ft. x 50"
100 ft. x 50"

$189.00 - - -
- - -
- - -

$356.00
$1,173.00
$1,990.00 61 lbs.$1,780.00$1,811.00$1,901.00

39 lbs.
17 lbs.
13 lbs. 9" x 9" x 54"

9" x 9" x 54"
9" x 9" x 54"
9" x 9" x 54"

Item # Size 1 Roll Weight Package Dimensions2-4 Rolls 5-9 Rolls 10+ Rolls
AA11NC-9

AA11NC-17
AA11NC-75

9 ft. x 61"
17 ft. x 61"
75 ft. x 61"

$236.00 - - -
- - -

$1,797.00
$445.00

$1,886.00 $1,676.00$1,707.00 58 lbs.
20 lbs.
15 lbs. 9" x 9" x 63"

9" x 9" x 63"
9" x 9" x 63"

www.everase.com
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*Custom lengths can be available upon request*
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Specifications:
• Heights: 50” and 61”
• Lengths: 9 ft., 17 ft., 56 ft., and 100 ft.
• Custom Lengths available upon request
• Thickness: 11 mil
• Surface Finish: White High Gloss Dry Erase
• Adhesive: Aggressively removable pressure sensitive adhesive
• Release Liner: Siliconized paper

Features & Benefits:
• Easy, Do-It-Yourself Installation at 30 minutes per board
• Excellent Erasability & Durability
• Permanent marker can easily be removed
• Non-yellowing, non-chalking, non-ghosting
• Cleans without the use of cleaners, just water and a  cloth
• Abrasion, Chemical, Heat, Scratch, Stain & Solvent Resistant
• Ships as a roll by FedEx/UPS Ground
• 10-year limited warranty
• Manufactured in the USA

High Gloss Dry Erase Resurfacing 
Material

• Classrooms
• Conference rooms and think tanks
• Collaborative environments
• Walls and desks
• And more!

Pressure Sensitive Adhesive

Walnut Hill Elementary School - Dallas, TX

Everase's Dry Erase High Gloss Resurfacing Material features our 
high-quality writing surface with a high gloss finish. Our simple 
resurfacing process is the quickest, easiest and most affordable 
solution to transform an old chalkboard or inferior stained and 
ghosted whiteboard into a new dry erase board. Our resurfacing 
material installs over existing chalkboards or dry erase boards with 
a factory applied self adhesive backing and can be trimmed to 
fit precisely within any existing frame. Instructions and a video for 
simple installation are included. Applications:



Resurfacing Material

Item # Size 1 Roll Weight Package Dimensions 2-4 Rolls 5-9 Rolls 10+ Rolls
Wet Erase Resurfacing Material (50 inch)

Wet Erase Resurfacing Material (61 inch)

AB11NA-9
AB11NA-17
AB11NA-56

AB11NA-100

9 ft. x 50"
17 ft. x 50"
56 ft. x 50"
100 ft. x 50"

$188.00 - - -
- - -
- - -

$356.00
$1,173.00
$1,990.00 61 lbs.$1,780.00$1,811.00$1,901.00

39 lbs.
17 lbs.
13 lbs. 9" x 9" x 54"

9" x 9" x 54"
9" x 9" x 54"
9" x 9" x 54"

Item # Size 1 Roll Weight Package Dimensions2-4 Rolls 5-9 Rolls 10+ Rolls
AB11NC-9

AB11NC-17
AB11NC-75

9 ft. x 61"
17 ft. x 61"
75 ft. x 61"

$236.00 - - -
- - -

$1,797.00
$445.00

$1,886.00 $1,676.00$1,707.00 58 lbs.
20 lbs.
15 lbs. 9" x 9" x 63"

9" x 9" x 63"
9" x 9" x 63"

Phone: 800-494-5677 Fax: 215-323-4135

*Custom lengths can be available upon request*
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Low Gloss Wet Erase Resurfacing 
Everase’s Wet Erase Low Gloss Resurfacing Material features our 
high-quality writing surface with a low gloss finish. This surface is 
ideal for use with projectors and interactive whiteboards. Our 
simple resurfacing process is the quickest, easiest and most 
affordable solution to transform an old chalkboard or inferior 
stained and ghosted whiteboard into a new dry erase board. 
Our resurfacing material installs over existing chalkboards or dry 
erase boards with a factory applied self adhesive backing and 
can be trimmed to fit precisely within any existing frame. The 
surface requires cleaning with a damp cloth after each use. 
Instructions and a video for simple installation are included.

Specifications:
• Heights: 50” and 61”
• Lengths: 9 ft., 17 ft., 56 ft., and 100 ft.
• Custom Lengths available upon request
• Thickness: 11 mil
• Surface Finish: White Low Gloss (Matte) Wet Erase
• Adhesive: Aggressively removable pressure sensitive adhesive
• Release Liner: Siliconized paper

Features & Benefits:
• Easy, Do-It-Yourself Installation at 30 minutes per board
• Doubles as a projection surface
• Excellent Erasability & Durability
• Permanent marker can easily be removed
• Non-yellowing, non-chalking, non-ghosting
• Cleans with just water and a  cloth or use whiteboard cleaner for

stubborn marks
• Abrasion, Chemical, Heat, Scratch, Stain & Solvent Resistant
• Ships as a roll by FedEx/UPS Ground
• 10-year limited warranty
• Manufactured in the USA

Applications:
• Classrooms
• Projection surface for Interactive Whiteboards
• Conference rooms and think tanks
• Collaborative environments
• And more!

Before After

Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal - Montebello, CA

Material 



Printed Dry Erase Resurfacing Material
Everase’s Printed Resurfacing Material features our ultra crisp, 
digitally printed graphics embedded under our high-quality 
dry erase writing surface. Various standard prints are available 
such as Music Staff, Penmanship Lines, Traceable Grid and 
Traceable Graph. We even have the capabilities to customize 
the writing surface with your own ideas and graphics. This 
printed product will have the same ease of use with excellent 
erasability and stain resistance as our signature Everase 
whiteboard surface. It easily installs directly over existing 
chalkboards or dry erase boards with a factory applied self- 
adhesive and can be trimmed to fit an existing frame. 
Instructions and a video make installation a breeze.

Specifications:
• Heights: 50”
• Lengths: 100 ft.
• Custom Lengths available upon request
• Thickness: 8 mil
• Surface Finish: White High Gloss Dry Erase with print design
• Adhesive: Aggressively removable pressure sensitive adhesive
• Release Liner: Siliconized paper

Features & Benefits:
• Easy, Do-It-Yourself Installation at 30 minutes per board
• Excellent Erasability & Durability
• Abrasion, Chemical, Heat, Scratch, Stain and Solvent Resistant
• Non-yellowing, non-chalking, non-ghosting product
• Digital print embedded under dry erase surface
• Cleans without the use of cleaners, just water and a cloth
• Ships as a roll by FedEx/UPS Ground
• 10-year limited warranty
• Manufactured in the USA

Applications:
• Classrooms
• Music, math and reading rooms
• Conference rooms and think tanks
• Collaborative environments
• And more!

Printed Resurfacing Material (50 inch)

*Custom lengths can be available upon request*

AA14NA-100
100 ft. x 50" $2,515.00 61 lbs.

Item # Size Each Weight Package Dimensions

AA15NA-100

100 ft. x 50" $2,515.00 61 lbs.
9" x 9" x 54"
9" x 9" x 54"

Product Name

Traceable Grid
Traceable Graph 9" x 9" x 54"61 lbs.

AA12NA-100
AA13NA-100

100 ft. x 50"
100 ft. x 50"

$2,515.00
$2,515.00

Music Staff
Penmanship

9" x 9" x 54"61 lbs.

www.everase.comTHE BRIGHTEST IDEAS IN WHITEBOARDS
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Printed Resurfacing Material

Before After



Music Staff Lines

Penmanship Lines

Traceable Grid

Traceable Graph

• Traceable Graph - 1” space

• Music Lines - 4 sets of music staves with
1” space between lines
4” between sets 
(5 sets available upon request)

• Penmanship Lines - 4” wide writing space

• Traceable Grid - 2” space

*Custom printed designs are available*

4
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Printed Resurfacing Material



Resurfacing Panels

Item # Size Weight (each) Package Dimensions
Dry Erase  Non-Magnetic Panel (without self-adhesive)

Dry Erase  Non-Magnetic Panel (with self-adhesive for chalkboards)

$188.00 $178.00 15 lbs.

Item # Size PackageDimensions
CH1A1Y-48x96

CH0A1Y-48x96 4 x 8 ft. Pallet
5-14 Sheets 15+ Sheets

5-14 Sheets 15+ Sheets

*Custom sizes can be available upon request*

Weight (each)

Non-Magnetic Panels
Everase’s Dry Erase Non-Magnetic Panels feature our proprietary 
dry erase surface, which is specifically designed for the resurfacing 
of heavily damaged chalkboards/dry erase boards when a 
magnetic surface is not desired. This material is a high tech dry 
erase composite laminated onto 1/16” hardboard, allowing for 
installation on smooth or rough surfaces without showing defects of 
the mounted surface. Installs easily over existing chalkboards or dry 
erase boards. Panels are available with or without self-adhesive on 
the back. Panels come in various standard sizes, but can be factory 
cut to your desired board dimensions.

Specifications:
• Sizes: 4’x8’
• Can be factory cut to your desired board dimensions upon request
• White High Gloss Dry Erase on 1/16” hardboard
• Available with or without self-adhesive

Features & Benefits:
• Recommended for use on slate/chalkboards and painted

blackboards only. Not for use on cork or vinyl surfaces.
• Hides minor imperfections on your boards
• Requires less surface preparation for rough surfaces

Applications:
• Classrooms
• Conference rooms and think tanks
• Collaborative environments
• Resurface heavily damaged chalkboards/dry erase boards when a

magnetic surface is desired.

Everase 
Dry Erase 
Surface

 in. Hardboard

Self-Adhesive

1
16

www.everase.comTHE BRIGHTEST IDEAS IN WHITEBOARDS
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1     16 in. 

 1    16 in. 

St. Jerome’s Catholic School - Philadelphia, PA

$218.00 $207.00 18 lbs.4 x 8 ft. Pallet



Resurfacing Panels

Dry Erase Magnetic Panel (without self-adhesive)

Dry Erase Magnetic Panel (with self-adhesive for chalkboards)

*Custom sizes can be available upon request*

Magnetic Panels
Everase’s Dry Erase Magnetic Panels feature our proprietary dry 
erase surface, which is specifically designed for the resurfacing of 
heavily damaged chalkboards/dry erase boards or when a 
magnetic surface is desired. This material is a high tech dry erase 
composite laminated onto 24 gauge steel, allowing for installation 
on smooth or rough surfaces without showing defects of the 
mounted surface. Installs easily over existing chalkboards or dry 
erase boards. Panels are available with or without self-adhesive 
on the back. Panels come in various standard sizes, but can be 
factory cut to your desired board  dimensions.

Specifications:
• Sizes: 4’x8’, 4’x10’, 4‘x12’
• Can be factory cut to your desired board dimensions upon request
• White High Gloss Dry Erase on 24 gauge steel
• Available with or without self-adhesive

Features & Benefits:
• Recommended for use on slate/chalkboards and painted

blackboards only. Not for use on cork or vinyl surfaces.
• Hides minor imperfections on your boards
• Requires less surface preparation for rough surfaces
• Strong Magnetic Adhesion

Applications:
• Classrooms
• Conference rooms and think tanks
• Collaborative environments
• Resurface heavily damaged chalkboards/dry erase boards when

a magnetic surface is desired.
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Everase Dry 
Erase Surface
24 Gauge 
Steel
Self-Adhesive

Self-Adhesive

4 x 10 ft.
$228.00
$285.00 47 lbs.

37 lbs. Pallet
Pallet

$217.00
$271.00

4 x 12 ft. $341.00 $325.00 56 lbs. Pallet

Bottom of panel 
has steel exposed 

to help with installation

Item # Size Weight (each) Package Dimensions5-14 Sheets 15+ Sheets
CD0A1Y-48x96
CD0A1Y-48x120
CD0A1Y-48x144

4 x 8 ft.

4 x 10 ft.
$267.00
$334.00 47 lbs.

37 lbs. Pallet
Pallet

$254.00
$318.00

4 x 12 ft. $402.00 $382.00 56 lbs. Pallet

Item # Size Weight (each) Package Dimensions5-14 Sheets 15+ Sheets
CD1A1Y-48x96
CD1A1Y-48x120
CD1A1Y-48x144

4 x 8 ft.



Dry Erase Whiteboards
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Everase’s Magnetic Dry Erase Whiteboards make an excellent choice for your classroom, 
office, conference room or anywhere you need to communicate information. Our boards 
are trimmed with our anodized premium aluminum frame and their light weight but strong 
honeycomb structure allows for less weight in shipping and hanging the boards. All boards 
feature our Everase high-quality writing surface, with excellent erasability, stain resistance 
and no ghosting or shadowing. Installation instructions, mounting hardware and a FREE 
accessories starter kit is included (4-pack dry erase markers, 1 micro-fiber eraser cloth and 
1 jumbo clip magnet). An accessory tray for storing markers or erasers is optional.

Specifications:
• Everase Dry Erase High Gloss Magnetic surface
• Various standard sizes: 2’x3’, 3’x4’, 3’x5’, 4’x 4’, 4’x6’, 4’x8’, 4’x10’, 4’x12’, 4’x16’, 4’x20’, 4’x24’.
• All magnetic boards/panels 4’ x 12’ or smaller are manufactured as one piece.

All magnetic boards/panels over 4’ x 12’ are manufactured as multiple pieces of equal size with an H-channel seam in the middle,
unless otherwise indicated.

• Magnetic with 24 gauge steel on 1/2” lightweight honeycomb corrugated structure core.
• Frame is 5/8“ trim width, anodized aluminum.
• With or without marker tray, 2-5/8” wide, anodized aluminum.
• Custom sizes available! Ask for a quote.

Everase Dry 
Erase Surface

Self-Adhesive ½ in. Corrugated Honeycomb Structure

24 Gauge Steel

Item # Size Package Dimensions1-4 Boards 5-14 Boards 15+ Boards Weight (each)
Magnetic Dry Erase Whiteboards

2 x 3 ft. $199.00        $189.00         $179.00          27 lbs. 39” x 28” x 5”BC2A1Y-24x36-Y 
BC2A1Y-24x36-N

3 x 4 ft. $242.00 $230.00 $218.00 32 lbs. 52” x 50” x 5”BC2A1Y-36x48-Y 
BC2A1Y-36x48-N

4 x 4 ft. $245.00 $233.00 $221.00 41 lbs. 51” x 51” x 5”BC2A1Y-48x48-Y 
BC2A1Y-48x48-N

4 x 6 ft. $365.00 $347.00 $329.00 68 lbs. 75” x 52” x 5”BC2A1Y-48x72-Y 
BC2A1Y-48x72-N

3 x 5 ft. $283.00 $268.00 $254.00 40 lbs. 75” x 52” x 5”BC2A1Y-36x60-Y 
BC2A1Y-36x60-N

4 x 8 ft. $438.00 $416.00 $394.00 87 lbs. 99” x 52” x 5”BC2A1Y-48x96-Y 
BC2A1Y-48x96-N

4 x 10 ft. $540.00 $513.00 $486.00 109 lbs. 123” x 52” x 5”BC2A1Y-48x120-Y 
BC2A1Y-48x120-N

4 x 12 ft. $659.00 $626.00 $593.00 132 lbs. 148” x 52” x 9”BC2A1Y-48x144-Y 
BC2A1Y-48x144-N

4 x 16 ft. $869.00 $826.00 $782.00 174 lbs. (2) 99” x 52” x 5”BC2A1Y-48x192-Y 
BC2A1Y-48x192-N

4 x 20 ft. $989.00 $939.00 $890.00 218 lbs. (2) 123” x 52” x 5”BC2A1Y-48x240-Y 
BC2A1Y-48x240-N

4 x 24 ft. $1,301.00 $1,236.00 $1,172.00 264 lbs. (2) 148” x 52” x 9”BC2A1Y-48x288-Y 
BC2A1Y-48x288-N

Y = with tray      
N = without tray

*Custom sizes are available upon request*

Accessories
4-Pack
markers

Eraser cloth 
Magnet clip

Hardware
1/2” screws

1-1/4” screws
Plastic wall

anchors         
Wall mount clips

Installation kit included



5  Projection Boards
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• Magnetic surface
• Various standard sizes: 5’x6’, 5’x8’, 5’x10’, 5’x12’.

With or without marker tray
• Custom sizes available! Ask for a quote.
• Physical Properties:

• Face Sheet: Everase Dry Erase  Gloss Surface
• Core Material: Magnetic (24 gauge steel on 1/2” lightweight honeycomb corrugated structure)
• Thickness: Nominal ½”
• Frame:  5/8” trim width, anodized aluminum
•

Features & Benefits:
• 20% more space than a standard 4-foot tall whiteboard
• Low glare surface is ideal for use as a projection whiteboard
• Magnetic surface expands presentation uses
• Dry erase surface is super easy to clean and guaranteed not to stain

Applications:
• Classrooms
• Conference rooms and offices
• Collaborative environments

5-Foot Tall Matte Projection Dry Erase Boards
 Everase’s 5-Foot Tall Matte Projection Whiteboards have 20% more additional space compared to our standard 4-foot whiteboards.
Plus the matte surface supports use as a video projection whiteboard. The low glare surface is ideal for use as a projection whiteboard, 
in addition to being non-porous and resistant to permanent marker. Wit  a dry erase surface that is still guaranteed not to ghost or
stain, it’s easy to upgrade your classroom or office to a larger projection whiteboard. 

Specifications:

Package Dimensions
5-Foot  Projection Matte Whiteboards

5 x 6 ft. $461.00        $449.00         $438.00          106 lbs. 75” x 64” x 9”M76005x6-Y
M76005x6-N

5 x 8 ft. $635.00 $619.00 $603.00 131 lbs. 99” x 64” x 9”M76005x8-Y 
M76005x8-N

5 x 12 ft. $832.00 $811.00 $790.00 221 lbs. 148” x 64” x 9”M76005x12-Y 
M76005x12-N

5 x 10 ft. $728.00 $710.00 $692.00 181 lbs. 123” x 64” x 9”M76005x10-Y 
M76005x10-N

Y = with tray      
N = without tray

Weight (each)15+ Boards5-14 Boards1-4 BoardsSizeItem #

20% More Height!________________________________



Mobile Whiteboards
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Everase’s Mobile Double-Sided Magnetic Whiteboards make communication on the move 
easy! These portable dry erase boards have a sturdy frame and stand construction that’s built
to last. Rolling easily on lockable casters, this board won’t leave anything behind with small 
wheels and a non-marking rubber tread. With a magnetic dry erase surface that won’t stain 
or ghost on each side, Everase’s double-sided mobile boards flip easily and have locking 
mechanisms that allow the board to be positioned securely at any angle. Every mobile 
whiteboard has a full width, double-sided marker tray, making communication on the go
as easy for you as possible!

 

Specifications:

Item # Size Package Dimensions5-14 Boards
Double-Sided Mobile Whiteboards

$374.00        $365.00         $355.00          50 lbs. 52” x 50” x 5”L7M0036x24

$549.00 $535.00 $522.00 80 lbs.

$691.00 $674.00 $656.00 140 lbs.

40 x 29 in. $436.00 $425.00 $414.00 80 lbs.

• Everase Dry Erase High Gloss Magnetic surface
• Various standard sizes:
• Magnetic with 24 gauge steel on 1/2” lightweight honeycomb corrugated structure core.
• Frame is 5/8“ trim width, anodized aluminum.
• Trays are anodized aluminum length
• Casters are 3″ in diameter and 13/16″ wide, with a non-marking rubber tread with ball

bearing swivels.
• Easy Do-It-Yourself assembly.

L7M0036x48

L7M0040x29

L7M0048x72

L7M0048x96 $911.00 $888.00 $865.00 175 lbs.

1-4 Boards 15+ Boards Weight (each)

75” x 52” x 5”

52” x 50” x 5”

80” x 52” x 5”

104” x 52” x 5”



Retro-Fit Boards
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Retro-Fit Dry Erase Whiteboards
Everase’s Retro-Fit Dry Erase Whiteboards come with all of the benefits of our standard framed boards. The only difference is that these 
boards are designed with pre-drilled holes, making them easy to install directly over an existing chalkboard or whiteboard. They are 
drilled into the existing boards frame and are available in custom sizes, so you always get the perfect fit. Retro-Fit boards are an ideal 
chalkboard or whiteboard resurfacing solution when the existing surface is heavily damaged.

Specifications:
• Magnetic surface
• Various standard sizes: 2’x3’, 3’x4’, 3’x5’, 4’x4’, 4’x6’, 4’x8’, 4’x10’, 4’x12’, 4’x16’, 4’x20’, 4’x24’.

All magnetic boards/panels 4’x12’ or smaller are manufactured as one piece.
All magnetic boards/panels over 4’ x 12’ are manufactured as multiple pieces of equal size with an H-channel seam in the middle,
unless otherwise indicated.

• With or without marker tray
• Custom sizes available! Ask for a quote.
• Physical Properties:

• Face Sheet: Everase Dry Erase High Gloss Surface
• Core Material: Magnetic (24 gauge steel on 1/2” lightweight honeycomb corrugated structure)
• Thickness: Nominal ½”
• Frame:  5/8” trim width, anodized aluminum

Features & Benefits:
• Installed directly over existing board and frame
• Frame comes pre-drilled with counter sunk holes for easy installation
• Re-uses the chalk tray and avoids labor of removing existing boards
• Easy, Do-It-Yourself Installation

Applications:
• Classrooms
• Conference rooms and think tanks
• Collaborative environments
• Resurface heavily damaged chalkboards/dry erase boards

Installs right over your existing board!

Contact us for a quote!



Printed Dry Erase Boards
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Custom Printed Dry Erase Boards

Education

Markets Served

Sports & Recreation

Corporate/Business/Safety & Production

At the end of this unit,
students will be able to.....
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Printed Dry Erase BoardsCustom Printed Dry Erase Boards
Markets Served

Healthcare

Hospitality/Food & Beverage

Government



Printed Dry Erase Boards

Features & Benefits:
• Vibrant, digital quality images and colors
• Digital print embedded under dry erase surface
• Cleans without the use of cleaners, just water and a cloth
• Resistant to scratching, staining, and ghosting
• Permanent marker can be erased easily
• Proven durability and superb performance
• Abrasion, Chemical, Heat, Scratch, Stain & Solvent Resistant
• 10-year limited warranty
• Manufactured in the USA

www.everase.comTHE BRIGHTEST IDEAS IN WHITEBOARDS
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• Business: Calendars, to-do lists, project management, sales goals, business logos
• Healthcare: Patient rooms, nurses stations, human anatomy boards, operating rooms
• Education: Musical staff, penmanship lines, grid and graph lines, court & field diagrams and layouts, team logos, school colors
• Personal:  Calendars, schedules, appointments, notes
• Hospitality: Menus, specials/promotions, events, scheduling, fitness workouts, tee times, workout schedules, track reps
• Manufacturing: Display building layouts, safety messages, and other way finding materials.
• And more!

Applications:

If you can image it, we can create it! Like our Dry Erase Whiteboards, you’re getting a superior Dry Erase Surface printed with high 
quality digital image and colors. Your images are embedded under the dry erase surface for maximum protection. We can create 
custom printed Dry Erase Surfaces that are tailored to meet the needs of your specific industry. Showcase your company logo or 
colors with ease, promoting your brand while increasing overall productivity. Track your goals - meet your deadlines - monitor 
statistics and engage with your employees and customers with a Custom Printed Dry Erase Solution.

“The board looks fantastic - the church congregation is so thankful 
for the work you and your team put into it. Thanks again!”

Chris & Lisa Peters - Legacy Chapel - Highlands Ranch, CO.



Printed Dry Erase Boards

Item # Size 1-4 Boards Weight (each) Package Dimensions
Printed Magnetic Dry Erase Boards

2 x 3 ft. $367.00 27 lbs. 39” x 28” x 5”BC2A0Y-24x36-Y 
BC2A0Y-24x36-N

3 x 4 ft. $448.00 32 lbs. 52” x 50” x 5”BC2A0Y-36x48-Y 
BC2A0Y-36x48-N

4 x 4 ft. $453.00 41 lbs. 51” x 51” x 5”BC2A0Y-48x48-Y 
BC2A0Y-48x48-N

4 x 6 ft. $686.00 68 lbs. 75” x 52” x 5”BC2A0Y-48x72-Y 
BC2A0Y-48x72-N

3 x 5 ft. $523.00 40 lbs. 75” x 52” x 5”BC2A0Y-36x60-Y 
BC2A0Y-36x60-N

4 x 8 ft. $810.00 87 lbs. 99” x 52” x 5”BC2A0Y-48x96-Y 
BC2A0Y-48x96-N

4 x 10 ft. $969.00 109 lbs. 123” x 52” x 5”BC2A0Y-48x120-Y 
BC2A0Y-48x120-N

4 x 12 ft. $1,284.00 132 lbs. 148” x 52” x 5”BC2A0Y-48x144-Y 
BC2A0Y-48x144-N

4 x 16 ft. $1,604.00 174 lbs. (2) 99” x 52” x 5”BC2A0Y-48x192-Y 
BC2A0Y-48x192-N

4 x 20 ft. $1,826.00 218 lbs. (2) 123” x 52” x 5”BC2A0Y-48x240-Y 
BC2A0Y-48x240-N

4 x 24 ft. $2,401.00 264 lbs. (2) 148” x 52” x 5”BC2A0Y-48x288-Y 
BC2A0Y-48x288-N

1

yart tuohtiw = N        yart htiw = Y
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5-14 Boards 15+ Boards

$349.00

$426.00

$430.00

$652.00

$496.00

$769.00

$921.00

$1,220.00

$1,524.00

$1,735.00

$2,281.00

$331.00

$403.00

$408.00

$618.00

$471.00

$728.00

$872.00

$1,155.00

$1,443.00

$1,643.00

$2,162.00

Specifications:
• Custom printed design to suit your needs. Artwork fees apply.
• Magnetic surface
• Various standard sizes: 9"x12", 11"x17", 18”x24“, 2’x3’, 3’x4’, 3’x5’, 4’x4’, 4'x5', 4’x6’, 4’x8’, 4’x10’, 4’x12’, 4’x16’, 4’x20’, 4’x24’.

All magnetic boards/panels 4’ x 12’ or smaller are manufactured as one piece.
All magnetic boards/panels over 4’ x 12’ are manufactured as multiple pieces of equal size with an H-channel seam in the
middle, unless otherwise indicated.

• With or without marker tray
• Custom sizes available! Ask for a quote.
• Physical Properties:

-Face Sheet: Everase Dry Erase High Gloss Surface with printed design
-Core Material: Magnetic (24 gauge steel on ½” lightweight honeycomb corrugated structure)
-Thickness: Nominal ½”
-Frame: 5/8” trim width, anodized aluminum
-Marker Tray: 2 5/8” wide, anodized aluminum

$288.00 15 lbs. 32” x 20” x 5”BC2A0Y-18x24-Y 
BC2A0Y-18x24-N $274.00 $260.00

*Artwork fees start at $75.00 minimum per design*

11 x 17 in.

9 x 12 in.
BC2A0Y-11x17-Y 
BC2A0Y-11x17-N

BC2A0Y-9x12-Y 
BC2A0Y-9x12-N

4 x 5 ft.BC2A0Y-48x60-Y 
BC2A0Y-48x60-N

$200.00

$149.00

$570.00

$190.00

$142.00

$542.00

18 x 24 in.

$134.00

$180.00 12 lbs.

10 lbs.

57 lbs.$513.00 75” x 52” x 5”

29” x 15” x 5”

20” x 13” x 5”



Cork Boards

Item # Size 1-4 Boards Weight (each) Package Dimensions
Cork/Bulletin Boards

5-14 Boards 15+ Boards

Applications:
•
•
•
•
•

• Various standard sizes:

•
• Physical Properties:

Face Sheet:
Core Material:

Thickness:
Frame:

•
•
•

Features & Benefits:

Cork/Bulletin Boards

Specifications:

www.everase.com
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Custom cork colors

*Custom sizes are available upon request*
148” x 52” x 9”

32

41

68

87

109

132 lbs.



Custom 
Combinations 

Available!

Combination Dry Erase/Cork Boards 
Everase makes it easy to find a Dry Erase Solution that works for you with our Dry Erase and Cork Board Combinations. We can 
create a board that meets your needs, whether you’re looking for a half Dry Erase/half Cork Board surface, a 3/4 Dry Erase and 
1/4 Cork Board surface, or any other configurations. Tacks insert easily to the Cork Board Surface, which won’t warp or crumble. 
The whiteboard portion of the board features our high quality stain resistant dry erase surface and is magnetic. An accessory 
tray for storing markers or erasers is optional. Additional cork colors are available upon request.

Specifications:
• Various standard sizes: 2’x3’, 3’x4’, 3’x5’, 4’x4’, 4’x6’, 4’x8’, 4’x10’, 4’x12’.

All boards 4’x12’ or smaller are manufactured as one continuous seamless piece.
• Configurations:  ½ Cork & ½ Dry Erase, 1/4 Cork & 3/4 Dry Erase or other configurations
• Custom sizes and cork colors available! Ask for a quote.
• Physical Properties:

-

-

Face Sheet: 1/4” layer of Premium Cork Surface - Summer Tan and
Everase Dry Erase High Gloss Surface
 Core Material: Cork and magnetic dry erase surface is adhered to
1/4“ layer of lightweight honeycomb corrugated structure

- Thickness: Nominal ½”
- Frame:  5/8” trim width, anodized aluminum
- Marker Tray: 2-5/8” wide, anodized aluminum

Combination Boards
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Contact us for a quote!

A

B

C

D

Combo A

Combo B

Combo C

Combo D



Commercial Wallcovering

Item # Size Price Weight (each)

Commercial Wallcovering

AA31ND-50 50 ft. x 60” $1,257.00 44 lbs.

44 lbs.

Name

White - High Gloss, Nonwoven

AB31ND-50 $1,257.00White - Low Gloss, Nonwoven 50 ft. x 60”

9” x 9” x 63”

9” x 9” x 63”

Commercial Wallcovering
Everase’s Commercial Wallcovering brings our one-of-a-kind dry erase surface to your conference rooms, training areas, 
or any are where people gather to collaborate. This wallcovering can be installed the same as any commercial-grade vinyl 
wallcovering. By adhering vertical strips/floor-to-ceiling, you can cover just one wall or an entire room. If preferred, you can 
“railroad” this material horizontally around the room. Transform any space into a creative hub with Commercial Wallcovering 
to promote limitless brainstorming and creativity in any setting!

Product Specifications:
• Width: 60”
• Length: 50 ft.
• Custom widths and lengths available upon request
• Surface Finish: White High Gloss Dry Erase or Low Gloss (Matte) Wet Erase
• Backing: Nonwoven
• Thickness: 18.5 mil

Features & Benefits:
• Compatible with interactive technology or used as projection screens.
• Covers wall-to-wall and floor-to-ceiling or any flexible wall customization
• Passes ASTM E-84 Flammability Test as Class A for flame spread and smoke generation
• Cost-effective when compared to paint and other wallcovering options
• Can easily be cut with scissors for very specific shapes and sizes

www.everase.com
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*Custom lengths and widths available upon request*

Package Dimensions



Name

Custom Printed Commercial Wallcovering
Promote limitless brainstorming and imagination by transforming your space into a creative outlet with a Custom Printed 
Commercial Wallcovering! This wallcovering can be custom printed with high quality digital images and colors embedded under 
the dry erase surface for maximum protection. The material is installed the same as any commerical-grade vinyl wallcovering. By 
adhering vertical strips/floor-to-ceiling,you can cover just on wall or an entire room. Panels can also be installed in a “railroad” 
pattern if you prefer the panels to be horizontal. Transform any wall into a creative hub or decorative space with a Custom Printed 
Commercial Wallcovering!

Product Specifications:
• Width: 60”
• Length: Various custom lengths
• Custom widths and lengths available upon request
• Surface Finish: White High Gloss Dry Erase or Low Gloss (Matte) Wet Erase
• Backing: Nonwoven
• Thickness: 18.5 mil

Features & Benefits:
• Covers wall-to-wall and floor-to-ceiling or any flexible wall customization
• Vibrant, digital quality images and colors
• Digital print embedded under dry erase surface
• Passes ASTM E-84 Flammability Test as Class A for flame spread and smoke

generation
• Compatible with interactive technology or used as projection screens
• Cost-effective when compared to paint and other wallcovering options

18
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Contact us for a quote!

Commercial Wallcovering



Re-Stic Repositionable

Item # Size Price Weight (each)

FA11NE-12x18 1 x 1.5 ft. $16.99 0.69 lbs.

4 x 6 ft.

$32.99 0.94 lbs.

$99.99 3.65 lbs.

$121.99 4.12 lbs.4 x 8 ft.

$51.99 1.69 lbs.

Name
Re-Stic Dry Erase Surface - White, 1 x 1.5 ft.

FA11NE-24x36

FA11NE-36x48

FA11NE-48x72

FA11NE-48x96

3 x 4 ft.

2 x 3 ft.Re-Stic Dry Erase Surface - White, 2 x 3 ft.

Re-Stic Dry Erase Surface - White, 3 x 4 ft.

Re-Stic Dry Erase Surface - White, 4 x 6 ft.

Re-Stic Dry Erase Surface - White, 4 x 8 ft.

Item # Size Price Weight (each)

Plain White Dry Erase Sheets

FA11NE-6x8-15 6 x 8 in. $22.99 0.50 lbs.

$44.99 1.25 lbs.

$66.99 2.25 lbs.

Name
Re-Stic Dry Erase Surface - Dry Erase 

Sheets, 6 x 8 in. (15 sheets)

FA11NE-9x12-15

FA11NE-12x18
-15 12 x 18 in.

9 x 12 in.Re-Stic Dry Erase Surface - Dry Erase 
Sheets, 9 x 12 in. (15 sheets)

Re-Stic Dry Erase Surface - Dry Erase 
Sheets, 12 x 18 in. (15 sheets)

Package Dimensions

18.5” x 0.25” x 14.25”

Package Dimensions

9” x 0.25” x 7”

13.5” x 0.25” x 11”

18.5” x 0.25” x 14.25”

Re-Stic Dry Erase Surfaces
Our Re-Stic Dry Erase Surface is perfect for use on any wall, 
door, desk or table - the applications are endless! This flexible 
whiteboard can easily be cut to fit the surface of your choice, 
equipping you with the ability to brainstorm anywhere, anytime. 
Instantly peel and stick to your desired surface. Our specially 
formulated self stick adhesive technology is repositionable and 
always removable, making it safe for walls with no stick residue left 
behind. Everase’s Re-Stic line offers the same proven proprietary 
dry erase technology and superior writing surface as our dry erase 
products that have been used in schools across the USA. 
Make Re-Stic your Dry Erase Solution.

Plain White

Features & Benefits:
• Brainstorm, collaborate and communicate! Perfect for any

wall, door or desk
• No tools required - just peel and stick
• Removable and repositionable. No sticky residue left behind!
• Can be cut to any size

Applications:
• Home
• Office
• School
• Hospitality
• Point of Purchase
• And more!

www.everase.com
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Item # Size Price Weight (each)

Get the chalkboard look without the mess of any chalk dust! Great with fluorescent/
neon/wet erase markers and can be removed with minimal effort and no stains or 
ghosting left behind - guaranteed!

Plain Black

FC111NE-12x18 1 x 1.5 ft. $19.99 0.69 lbs.

$35.99 0.94 lbs.

$54.99 1.69 lbs.

Name
Re-Stic Dry Erase Surface - Black, 1 x 1.5 ft.

FC111NE-24x36

FC111NE-36x48 3 x 4 ft.

2 x 3 ft.Re-Stic Dry Erase Surface - Black, 2 x 3 ft.

Re-Stic Dry Erase Surface - Black, 3 x 4 ft.

18.5” x 0.25” x 14.25”

25.5” x 3.25” x 3.25”

37.5” x 3.25” x 3.25”

25.5” x 3.25” x 3.25”

37.5” x 3.25” x 3.25”

52.5” x 4.25” x 4.25”

52.5” x 4.25” x 4.25”

*Custom sizes are available upon request*

Package Dimensions



DESKS!

WALLS!

DOORS!

and MORE!

Great for
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Re-Stic Repositionable

Item # Size Price Weight (each)

FA12NB-24x36 2 x 3 ft. $3 .99 1.07 lbs.

0.69 lbs.

1.07 lbs.

1.07 lbs.

1.07 lbs.

Name

Monthly Calendar, 2  x 3 ft.

FA13NB-12x18

FA14NB-24x36

FA15NB-24x36

FA16NB-24x36

Weekly Planner, 12 x 18 in.

Oak Faux Frame, 2 x 3 ft.

Walnut Faux Frame, 2 x 3 ft.

 Mahogany Faux Frame, 2 x 3 ft.

Monthly Planner, 12 x 16 in.

Blackboard Monthly Planner, 12 x 16 in

 Meal Planner, 12 x 16 in.

 Blackboard Meal Planner, 12 x 16 in.

FA17NB-12x16

FA18NB-12x16

FA19NB-12x16

FA110NB-12x16

2 x 3 ft.

2 x 3 ft.

2 x 3 ft.

12 x 18 in.

12 x 16 in.

12 x 16 in.

12 x 16 in.

12 x 16 in.

$2 .99

$3 .99

$3 .99

$3 .99

$22.99

$22.99

$22.99

$22.99

0.69 lbs.

0.69 lbs.

0.69 lbs.

0.69 lbs.

Package Dimensions

25.5” x 3.25” x 3.25”

18.5” x 0.25” x 14.25”

25.5” x 3.25” x 3.25”

25.5” x 3.25” x 3.25”

25.5” x 3.25” x 3.25”

18.5” x 0.25” x 14.25”

18.5” x 0.25” x 14.25”

18.5” x 0.25” x 14.25”

18.5” x 0.25” x 14.25”

www.everase.com
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Re-Stic offers various calendars, planners and framed 
board designs. Use monthly calendars to plan out each 
month and weekly planners to schedule every week. 
Planners are available in white and black dry erase designs. 
The black dry erase goes great with white chalk and 
fluorescent markers to create vibrant eye catching writing. 
We also carry different wood frame designs for the more 
traditional framed board look at a much lower price!

Re-Stic Standard Printed

Features & Benefits:
• Vibrant, digital quality images and colors
• Digital print embedded under dry erase surface
• Stay organized by keeping track of your monthly and weekly

schedules
• No tools required - just peel and stick
• Removable and repositionable. No sticky residue left behind!
• FREE Marker and cloth included!

Applications:
• Walls
• Desks
• Doors
• Refrigerators
• and More!

FC112NB-36x48

FC113NB-24x36

FC114NB-12x16

FC115NB-12x18

FC116NB-12x18

FC117NB-12x18

FC118NB-9x12

FC119NB-9x12

12 x 16 in.

12 x 18 in.

12 x 18 in.

12 x 18 in.

9 x 12 in.

9 x 12 in.

3 x 4 ft.

2 x 3 ft.

0.69 lbs.

1.07 lbs. 25.5” x 3.25” x 3.25”

18.5” x 0.25” x 14.25”

0.69 lbs. 18.5” x 0.25” x 14.25”

0.69 lbs. 18.5” x 0.25” x 14.25”

0.69 lbs. 18.5” x 0.25” x 14.25”

Annual Calendar, 3  x 4 ft.

4 Month Planner, 2  x 3 ft.

Babysitter Planner, 12  x 16 in.

Sticky Notes, 12  x 18 in.

Speech Bubbles, 12  x 18 in.

Thought Bubbles, 12  x 18 in.

Clipboard, 9  x 12 in.

Notepad, 9  x 12 in.

13.5” x 0.25” x 11”

13.5” x 0.25” x 11”

37.5” x 3.25” x 3.25”

$3 .99

$22.99

$ .99

$2 .99

$2 .99

$1 .99

$1 .99

$4 .99

0.40 lbs.

0.40 lbs.

1.60 lbs.



Re-Stic Repositionable
FA13NB-12x18: Weekly PlannerFA12NB-24x36: Monthly Calendar FA14NB-24x36: Oak FA15NB-24x36: Walnut

FA16NB-24x36: Mahogany

FA17NB-12x16:
Monthly Planner

FA18NB-12x16: 
Blackboard Monthly Planner

FA19NB-12x16: 
Meal Planner

FA110NB-12x16: 
Blackboard Meal Planner

1 Eraser Cloth
1 Dry Erase Marker

w/ Eraser tip, magnet & hanging clip

1 Eraser Cloth
1 Liquid Chalk Marker 

w/ hanging clip

Standard Dry Erase Products Include: Blackboard Dry Erase Products Include:

Re-Stic Printed Organizers

Peel Stick Write Erase Remove
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FC112NB-36x48: Annual Calendar FC113NB-24x36: 4 Month Planner FC114NB-12x16 
Babysitter Planner

FC115NB-12x18: 
Sticky Notes

FC118NB-9x12: 
Clipboard

FC119NB-9x12: 
Notepad

FC117NB-12x18: Thought Bubbles

FC116NB-12x18: 
Speech Bubbles



Custom Printed Re-Stic
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Everase’s Custom Printed Re-Stic Dry Erase Surfaces are 
perfect for use on any wall, door, desk or table – the 
applications are endless! Everase can print custom Re-Stic 
Dry Erase sheets with logos, graphics, and designs of your 
choice, from team mascots to family photos. If you can 
imagine it, we can create it!

Features & Benefits:
• Vibrant, digital quality images and colors of your choice
• Custom digital print embedded under dry erase surface
• No tools required - just peel and stick
• Removable and repositionable. No sticky residue left behind!
• Doesn’t damage walls or furniture

Item # Size 1-4 Re-Stics 5-14 Re-Stics

FA10NB-C 9 x 12 in.
15+ Re-Stics

Re-Stic Custom Printed

FA10NB-C 11 x 17 in.

FA10NB-C 18 x 24 in. $45.00

FA10NB-C 2 x 2 ft. $65.00

FA10NB-C 2 x 3 ft. $78.00

FA10NB-C 3 x 3 ft. $117.00

FA10NB-C 3 x 4 ft. $156.00

FA10NB-C 3 x 5 ft. $195.00

FA10NB-C 4 x 4 ft. $208.00

FA10NB-C 4 x 5 ft. $260.00

FA10NB-C 4 x 6 ft. $312.00

FA10NB-C 4 x 7 ft. $364.00

FA10NB-C 4 x 8 ft. $416.00

FA10NB-C 4 x 9 ft. $468.00

FA10NB-C 4 x 10 ft. $520.00

FA10NB-C 4 x 11 ft. $572.00

FA10NB-C 4 x 12 ft. $624.00

$15.00

$26.00

$45.00(2 qty. minimum)

$26.00(3 qty. minimum)

Specifications:
• Custom printed design to suit your needs. Artwork fees apply.
• Various standard sizes: 9"x12", 11"x17", 18”x24“, 2’x2’, 2’x3’, 3’x4’, 

3’x3’, 3’x4’, 3’x5’, 4’x4’, 4'x5', 4’x6’, 4’x7’, 4’x8’, 4’x9’, 4’x10’, 4’x11,

• Custom sizes available! Ask for a quote.
and 4’x12’. 

*Artwork fees start at $35.00 minimum per deisgn for Re-Stics under 4 x 4 ft. and $75.00 minimum per design for Re-Stics 
4 x 4 ft. and larger*

- $14.00

$24.00

$42.00

$63.00

$76.00

$114.00

$62.00

$74.00

$111.00

$152.00 $148.00

$190.00 $185.00

$203.00 $198.00

$254.00 $241.00

$304.00 $296.00

$355.00 $346.00

$406.00 $395.00

$456.00 $445.00

$507.00

$608.00

$558.00

$494.00

$543.00

$593.00



Custom Printed Re-SticCustom Printed Re-Stic
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Item # Size 50-100 Stickers 101-249 Stickers

FA10NB-C 4 x 4 in.
250+ Stickers

FA10NB-C 5 x 5 in.

Custom Printed QR Code Stickers

Provide your customers and yourself with the peace of mind needed to reopen your business safely in a time of 
uncertainty. Everase is here to help your restaurant, diner, or bar adapt to the many changes needed to provide your 
customers with the safest environment possible. Our Re-Stic product can be customized to any size needed with your 
desired graphics. Easily integrate the QR code to your website so that customers can easily access your full menu 
without spreading viruses and that can be easily updated to reflect daily specials or other changes to your menu. 
Plus, our dry erase surface is scratch and chemical resistant, perfect for environments that need to be sanitized on a 
regular basis!

$3.00

$4.00

$2.95

$3.95 $3.85

$2.85

*Artwork fees start at $75.00 minimum per design*



Clear Dry Erase Laminates

Item # Size Each Weight (each)

Clear Dry Erase Overlaminate

CLER-0211-51 150 ft. x  51 in. $5 .00 27 lbs.

32 lbs.

Name
ClearFilms - 3 mil Dry Erase with 

PSA, 150 ft. roll x 51” wide

ClearFilms - 3 mil Dry Erase with 
PSA, 150 ft. roll x 61” wide CLER-0211-61 150 ft. x  61 in.

ClearFilms - 3 mil Dry Erase with 
PSA, 50 ft. roll x 51” wide CLER-0211-51 50 ft. x  51 in.

ClearFilms - 3 mil Dry Erase with 
PSA, 50 ft. roll x 61” wide CLER-0211-61 50 ft. x  61 in.

$2 .00

5” x 5” x 53”

5” x 5” x 53”12 lbs.

$6 .00 8” x 8” x 64”

$2 .00 8” x 8” x 64”15 lbs.

Product Specifications:
• Width: 51” and 61”
• Lengths: 50 ft. and 150 ft.
• Custom Lengths available upon request
• Thickness: 3 mil (2 mil polyester, 1 mil adhesive)
• Surface Finish: Clear High Gloss Dry Erase polyester film
• Adhesive: Optically clear permanent acrylic pressure

       sensitive adhesive
• Release Liner: Clear polyester

Use Everase Dry Erase ClearFilms to enhance, protect, or add 
value to your graphics. From printing to signage, posters, 
custom dry erase boards and more. This Dry Erase Overlay 
allows you to laminate, write, and erase on virtually any 
surface. Like our other Dry Erase Solutions, there is never any 
ghosting or staining. Everase uses a premium polyester 
laminate with optically clear PSA to protect an array of 
graphics and signage. This cutting edge formula has allowed 
us to engineer our clear Dry Erase product line, and now it’s 
available to you to put on virtually any surface! 

Features & Benefits:
• Premium polyester overlaminate can be applied to various substrates

using industry standard laminating equipment
• Optically clear pressure sensitive adhesive
• Dry erase technology is resistant to ghosting and staining
• Anti-Graffiti properties enables permanent marker to be erased easily
• Radiation cured hardcoat is chemical and scratch resistant

Applications:
• Custom Printed Dry Erase Boards:

-Hospital boards
-Planning schedules
-Maps
-Specials/menu boards
-Calendars
-Athletic Diagrams
-and more!

www.everase.com
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• Signage
• Displays
• Point of purchase
• Printers
• Posters
• Fine art protection

*Custom sizes are available upon request*

Package Dimensions



Accessories

Item # Quantity Each Weight (each)

Accessories

DA21-4P 4-pack $ . 7.25” x 0.5” x 3.75”

Name
Dry Erase Markers, Low-Odor, 

Chisel Tip, 4-Pack

Package Dimensions

Micro-Fiber Erase Cloths, 2-Pack

EverClean Whiteboard Cleaner, 8 fl oz.

2-pack

8 fl oz. bottle

Case

Case

Dry Erase Markers, Low-Odor, 
Chisel Tip, Case (72 packs)

Micro-Fiber Erase Cloths, Case (12 Packs)

EverClean Whiteboard Cleaner, 
Case (9 bottles, 8 fl 

 Jumbo Clip Magnets, 2-Pack

Jumbo Clip Magnets, Case (12 packs)

Accessories Starter Kit (1 pack dry 
erase markers, 1 pack eraser 

Case

DA21-CS

DB1-1P

DB1-CS

DC-1

DC-CS

DD2-1P

DD2-CS

DF1

DF2

Case

Each

Each

2-pack

$3

$ .

$ .00

$ .99

$4 . 0

$ . 0

$ .00

$1 .

$ .

0.12 lbs.

11 lbs.

0.12 lbs.

2 lbs.

0.63 lbs.

6 lbs.

0.24 lbs.

3 lbs.

Item # Each

Other Accessories

DI1 $

Name

Plastic 5-Way Tool (Squeegee)

Small Pump Sprayer DI2 $

Each

Each

15” x 9” x 13”

6” x 0.25” x 6”

6” x 8” x 6”

2” x 7.75” x 2”

6” x 9” x 6”

2.87” x 1.25” x 2”

6” x 8” x 6”

Deluxe KitStarter Kit
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Quantity

0.4 lbs.

1.5 lbs. 6” x 8” x 6”

9” x 7” x 2”

Seam Strips, 4 ft. long EachDE9 $24.00



TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE 
OF EVERASE® SURFACES

Our specifically engineered dry erase composite surface provides excellent printability and erasability in 
an impervious formulation.  Everase offers the best quality features of scratch, chemical, stain, heat, and 

wear resistance and remains unsurpassed when compared and contrasted with our competition. 

WRITEABILITY

FEATURES PROPERTY RESULT

ERASABILITY

VISIBILITY

DURABILITY

WEARABILITY

STAIN 
RESISTANCE

CHEMICAL 
RESISTANCE

Use of any dry erase, fluorescent, 
semi-permanent, and permanent markers and 
crayons will not damage the Everase surface. 

Better than 
comparable products

5 lbs/3 rubs or better with all 
tested dry erase markers*

100%

Excellent

Better than 
comparable products

700

7H

500 cycles

5000 cycles

Coffee, Tea, Mustard, Black 
permanent marker, #2 Pencil, Wax 

Crayon, Lipstick: 
 0 (No effect)

Glass Cleaner - No stain
Rubbing alcohol - No stain

MEK (Methyl Ethyl Ketone) - No 
stain

Dry erasability using Boone 30 
day test method

Gloss at 60 degrees using
BYK Gardner / Micro-TRI-Gloss Test Method

Excellent contrast compared to chalkboards. 
Allows for multi-color presentations

Excellent marker pen printability and erasability
Non-ghosting, non-yellowing product

Both permanent and dry erase markers can 
be used for permanent and temporary 

information but then cleaned easily 
Scratch resistance using Hoffman Scratch Test

Hardness - Pencil using ASTM D3363-74

Abrasion resistance using 
Taber Abrasion / 500 g - CS-10 Wheel 

Wear resistance using BYK Gardner Sled

NEMA LD3-2000 3-4 Stain Resistance Report

ASTM D-1308 Method B-24 Report

These lab results are provided as a service only. All products are sold upon condition that the purchaser shall make their own 
tests and judgments. No warranty of merchantability or fitness for any purpose is implied by these test results, neither does this 

constitute the seller’s product specifications. Everase® is a Registered Trademark. * Test Method and Results are available upon 
request.

PRINTABILITY

www.everase.com
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Writing
• Use Everase® Low Odor Dry Erase Markers or another reputable brand.
• Permanent markers can be used for graph lines or any writing which you desire to be longer lasting.
(These markings can be removed with EverClean® Whiteboard Cleaner or by tracing over with a dry
erase marker then erasing as usual.)

• Store markers horizontally so that the felt tips do not dry out.
• Do not use pens or markers with dried out tips as they could potentially damage your writing surface.

• Use Everase® Micro-Fiber Eraser Cloths or another reputable brand for normal erasing. For more stubborn
marks or low gloss wet erase, use EverClean® Whiteboard Cleaner or another reputable brand, to wipe down
your writing surface.

• While erasing your writing surface press firmly using a circular motion.
• Clean your cloths on a regular basis. A dirty cloth will leave ink residue on your writing surface.
(Everase® Micro-Fiber Eraser Cloths are machine washable with regular detergent. No bleach.)

• Keep your marker tray clean so no dirt or debris sticks to your cloth when erasing which will scratch your
writing surface.

• To keep your board looking brand new, periodically wash the entire board with soapy water, wipe off with a
damp towel removing all soapy residue and then dry with a soft cloth.

• Do not use chalkboard or felt erasers on your writing surface, they will not erase properly and will eventually
build up residue which will scratch your writing surface.

WARNING: PLEASE READ!
• Everase® Whiteboards are scratch resistant but NOT scratch proof!
• Keep any sharp objects such as pens, pointers, metal magnets,
rings/jewelry, knives, scrapers etc. away from your writing surface.

• Do not drag magnets across your writing surface.
• Do not use felt erasers, scouring pads, or any harsh cleaners on
your writing surface.

• Do not use any abrasive material or finger nails to remove tape or
stickers.(Use an adhesive remover such as Goo Gone®.)

Please Note!
Failure to follow these recommended care and maintenance 

instructions may void your Ten Year Limited Warranty.

Use these!

Do not use!

Erasing

EVERASE® Whiteboards
Recommended Care & Maintenance

The Everase writing surface is built to last and includes a 10 year warranty guaranteeing its erasability 
properties. Be sure to follow these easy care and maintenance instructions to ensure your writing surface 

looks fresh and new for years to come!Before your first use be sure to wipe down your writing surface with a 
damp towel to remove any dirt or soap residue.

THE BRIGHTEST IDEAS IN WHITEBOARDS
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1. Everase Corporation (“Everase”) warrants to the original purchaser (the “Purchaser”) that the
Everase Whiteboard product (the “Product”) sold to Purchaser will be free from manufacturing
defects and, under normal use and service, will not chip, crack or lose its original erasability
properties for a period of ten (10) years from date of original purchase.

2. The above warranty applies solely to Products that have been properly installed, and
maintained in accordance with Installation Instructions as well as the Care and Maintenance
Procedures provided by Everase at the time of purchase.  Purchaser’s sole remedy in the event
of breach of the above warranty shall be repair or replacement, at the option of Everase, of the
defective Product. Everase shall not be responsible for any costs other than actual repair or
replacement of any defective Product, including removal, shipping or reinstallation costs, or
other incidental expenses.  Everase reserves the right to make such inspections as may be
necessary to determine the cause of defect and eligibility for warranty coverage.

3. To initiate a claim for warranty, the Purchaser should contact Everase directly at: Everase
Corporation, 90 Industrial Drive, Ivyland, PA 18794, Attn: Customer Care. Full details of the
defect, including any photographs to depict the condition, should be included for prompt
resolution of any claim.

4. EVERASE MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCTS,
AND EVERASE SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  NO OTHER REPRESENTATION
OR WARRANTY, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO STATEMENTS OF QUALITY, SUITABILITY FOR
USE OR PERFORMANCE, WHETHER MADE BY EMPLOYEES OF EVERASE, DISTRIBUTORS OR ANY SALES
AGENT, SHALL BE CONSIDERED A WARRANTY BY EVERASE FOR ANY PURPOSE OR CREATE ANY
LIABILITY OF EVERASE.

EVERASE CORPORATION • 90 Industrial Drive • Ivyland, PA 18974 USA
1-800-494-5677 • Fax: 215-323-4135 • info@everase.com • www.everase.com

EVERASE® CORPORATION
Ten Year Limited Warranty
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Testimonials

Rich Chiappa - PC Technician Wilson 
Area School District, Easton PA

“The teachers are very happy with the product that we’ve chosen. 
They enjoy the cleaner look, the brightness in the room, and the 
fact that it works well with the interactive boards that we have.”

“Most of the positive feedback has come from the students. Some students 
had allergies, so they didn’t like to inhale the chalk dust or feel the residue 
on their hands. Now they actually want to come up and participate. I like 

that Everase is not just a writing surface but doubles as a projector screen.”
Turika Pulliam - Physical Science and Chemistry Teacher

Wilson Area School District, Easton PA

Mike Walls - IT Director
Archbishop Wood High School, Warminster, PA

“After several years, our boards have remained in good condition. There’s been 
no ghosting; great visibility and the boards have brightened up our classrooms.”

Emily Lyons - Teacher
Quigley Catholic High School, Baden, PA

“The board is beautiful and erases easily and without smears and smudges.
No cleaner is needed. I am very pleased with the quality of the board!”

Robert Winters - Principal
Houston Lower Elementary, Houston, MS

“Excellent, teacher was able to install it without the help of maintenance.”

Bill Shippee - Buildings & Grounds Director
Corinth Central School, Corinth, NY

“This is a really great product and is easy to work with.”

Kelli Watson - Principal
West Main Elementary School, Lancaster, TX

“Fabulous install, quick and simple process, easy solution to fix worn out board 
issues!”

Greg Ellsworth - Principal 
Tunkhannock HS, Tunkhannock, PA

“Everase was a very cost effective alternative to buying new whiteboards. 
They also appear easier to clean and leave little to no ghosting of 

erased work. Great deal overall.”

“I LOVE MY NEW BOARD!!! I seriously could not be happier with the efficency and ease of installation and use. 
Thank you so much!”

“Aaaaaamazing!! My life is sooo much easier without chalk and the dry-erase markers work great on the overlay.”

“Thank You, Thank You, Thank You!!! I personally LOVE the White Board. No More Chalky Mess!”
Students of Mary E. Hobbs - Tech Resources Teacher

Williamstown High School, Williamstown, NJ



EVERASE CORPORATION • 90 Industrial Drive • Ivyland, PA 18974 USA
1-800-494-5677 • Fax: 215-323-4135 • info@everase.com • www.everase.com

Need Installation Services?

Professional turnkey installation services available in selected areas.

Contact us for more information and to receive a quote!

Check out our complete line of 
dry erase solutions at  

www.everase.com

9/27/21
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